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Abstract 
In this thesis, we present the mathematical analysis on the scalability, availability 
and also fairness issues of a BitTorrent (BT) like P2P file sharing system. For 
scalability, we develop a model using the “stochastic differential equation” approach 
which allows us to capture various network settings and peers behavior. We study the 
steady-state behavior and obtain the closed-form solutions of various performance 
measures. These analytical results allow us to carry sensitivity analysis on various 
performance measures for various system parameters. We then extend this model to 
consider multiclass peers wherein some peers are behind firewalls which may impede 
the uploading service. We also present the mathematical model to study the file 
availability of a BT-like system. The model helps us to gain the understanding 
of using the “rarest-firsf chunk selection policy in today's BT protocol. We show 
under some situations that this policy may not be good in practice and propose 
a novel chunk selection algorithm to enhance the overall system file availability. 
BT uses built-in incentive mechanism to reduce free-riding. However, there is a 
fundamental “tussle,, between keeping peers, specially the more resourceful ones, in 
the system as long as possible to help the system achieve better performance and 
providing service for peers according to their contribution (uploading). The current 
BT protocol represents only "one" possible implementation in this whole design 
spectrum. We characterize the “complete” design space of BT-like protocols. More 
importantly, we show that there is a simple and easily implementable design knob 
which can be used to choose a particular operating point in the design space. We 
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For the past few years, peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing systems are generating 
tremendous amount of traffic on today's Internet[1]. This form of commu-
nication paradigm is reshaping the way new network applications are being 
designed. For example, one can find P2P softwares for multimedia file shar-
ing (i.e., video and audio files), live video streaming applications[2，3], as well 
as distribution of software patches[4, 5]. Specifically, a class of peer-to-peer 
(P2P) content distribution protocols, typified by a P2P file sharing applica-
tion called BitTorrent (BT)[6], is catching the attention of networking research 
community. 
BitTorrent is a peer-to-peer application designed to facilitate file sharing 
among multiple peers across unreliable networks [7]. Compared with the tradi-
tional client/server paradigm, the P2P approach has a much better scalability 
property. Specifically, when one scales up the number of users, the perfor-
mance such as the file downloading time for the client/server architecture can 
degrade substantially, while the P2P architecture has an attractive property 
that more users can actually improve the file downloading performance. 
The key idea that makes BT scalable is credited to its cooperative mech-
anism. It can be explained intuitively as follows. The server's content is 
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partitioned into many small pieces. Each peer can get the content either from 
the server, or from other peers holding those pieces it does not already have. 
Each peer offers upload service to other peers only to the extent the service is 
reciprocated. Also, each peer tries to obtain the rarest piece so as to maximize 
its ability to serve others hence also the service it will receive. By linking the 
service each peer can receive to its contribution to others, BT protocol suc-
cessfully makes each peer play a role of a server and a client at the same time. 
Therefore, as the number of peers increases, the service capacity of the whole 
system increases as well. 
Now let us first introduce some concepts and terminologies in BT systems. 
In a BT-like system, files are split into equal-sized segments which are called 
chunks (the typical size of a chunk is 32 to 256 KB) so that peers can download 
different chunks from multiple peers concurrently. To download a file, one peer 
should first get a torrent file which contains the necessary information such as 
the chunk number, chunk size, checksum and the file tracker. A tracker is 
a node in a BT system which keeps track of all peers that are interested in 
downloading and sharing a particular file. Usually, the URL of a tracker is 
contained in the corresponding torrent file. A newly joined peer can contact 
the tracker and the tracker will return a subset of peers who are currently in 
the BT system, and these peers become the neighbors of this newly joined peer. 
Under a BT-like system, peers that are downloading and sharing chunks with 
other peers are called “leechers”. After collecting all chunks of the intended 
file, peers may choose to stay in a BT system and upload chunks to other 
peers. Peers that have all chunks are called “seeders”. Initially, a BT system 
has at least one seeder, which is the first peer that wants to share the intended 
file with others. Under the BitTorrent protocol, there is no specification as to 
how long a peer should stay as a seeder. In fact, a peer can choose to abort in 
the middle of the download, or choose to leave the system immediately after 
it gets all the necessary chunks. 
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There are two important features in the BT protocol, namely, the “rarest-
fisf chunk selection policy and the 'Hit-for-taf peer incentive policy. Using 
the rarest-first policy, a leecher will download one of its missing chunks and 
that chunk is the rarest chunk found in all its connected peers. The objective of 
this mechanism is to enhance the overall file availability. We will justify the use 
of the rarest chunk policy in Chapter 4. The tit-for-tat policy is a mechanism 
which aims to prevent free-riding so that peers who refuse to upload chunks 
to other peers may not receive any download service. In Chapter 5 we will 
thoroughly investigate this policy. 
1.2 Motivation 
The success of Bit Torrent motivates us to investigate several fundamental prop-
erties for a BT-like system, namely scalability, availability and fairness. We are 
interested in these three aspects because they are essential in understanding 
the reason why BT is so popular and successful. 
It is reported that BitTorrent shows good scalability. Even when there 
are thousands of users, the system can still provide good service. In terms of 
scalability we want to answer the following questions: 
• How well can a BT system perform when we scales up the number of 
users？ 
• Which parameters (i.e., network settings, software settings) will affect 
the system throughput? 
File availability is another important feature. According to the BT proto-
col, peers can join and leave the system at will. Also there is no extra incentive 
for a peer to remain as a seeder to serve others. So due to system dynamics, 
peers may suffer from losing one or more chunks although other chunks may 
have many copies in the BT system. If there is no peer with the lost chunk 
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to enter the system, this file will be considered as unavailable. This problem 
actually is very common especially for some unpopular files with few seeding 
peers. 
BT peers use the "local rarest first" policy to select chunks to download. 
This policy makes sure that peers have the chunks which other peers may be 
interested in, and also that the more common chunks are left for later. 
To address the file availability issue, we are motivated by the following 
questions: 
• Is local rarest first policy good enough for distributing chunks ？ Is there 
some other more efficient chunk selection algorithms 
• How will the chunk selection policy affect performance as well as the file 
availability? 
Besides considering the file downloading performance and file availability, 
the protocol designer also has to consider the fairness issues. A pure P2P 
system like BitTorrent may face the following throughput-fairness dilemma in 
design: Peers that participate in a BT file sharing process are likely heteroge-
neous. That is, they may have different uploading/downloading capacities. A 
“fat” node, connected to the Internet via the latest broadband access technol-
ogy, typically has a high capacity for uploading; on the other hand, a “thin” 
node is one that has a lower uploading capacity. Therefore, the system through-
put of a BT-like file sharing protocol also depends critically on how long the 
fat peers are retained in the system so as to sustain as large an aggregated 
system capacity as possible. 
However, keeping the fat peers in the system to serve others seems in-
herently unfair. The upload capacity is usually a parameter controllable by a 
peer. If by offering a high uploading rate leads to receive lower service, a user's 
rational choice would be to artificially lower its upload capacity. Intuitively, a 
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user would look for service differentiation proportional to the amount of con-
tribution it makes (in BT system, contribution refers to uploading). The more 
a protocol offers such service differentiation, the more incentive compatible it 
is, and hence likely to succeed. 
In particular, we address the following important questions for fairness 
consideration: 
• If an algorithm optimized performance, what would happen to fairness? 
If fairness is maximized, what happens to performance ？ 
• To what degree of performance and fairness the current BT file sharing 
protocol is achieving? 
• Can we characterize the different tradeoffs between performance and fair-
ness, and what does it mean to implement each of these tradeoff points? 
In following chapters, we will seek to the answers of above questions via 
mathematical modeling analysis. Meanwhile extensive simulations are used to 
verify mathematical results. We believe an analytical approach is elegant and 
insightful. Although it may deviate a bit from reality, it sheds light on the 
right way to understand BT-like protocol and its derived applications. 
1.3 Our Contribution 
The main contributions of our work are: 
• We develop a fluid model for BT-like P2P systems based on the ''stochas-
tic differential equation” (SDE) technique[8], rather than the simple dif-
ferential equation approach[9]. The SDE approach allows us to obtain 
closed-form solutions for the transient and the steady state performance 
measures such as number of downloaders, numbers of seeders, the average 
file downloading time. We show that our results are more accurate than 
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the previous work[9], and it allows us to perform important sensitivity 
analysis of the performance measures on various system parameters such 
as file popularity, effect of seeders, connection probability,...,etc. 
• We extend the above model to allow class differentiation. In particular, 
we consider a class of peers which are behind firewalls, which is common 
these days, and these peers may impede the uploading process of the 
overall system. 
• We present the mathematical model for predicting the file availability in 
BT system. The model allows us to gain the understanding as to why 
the rarest-first policy is used as the built-in chunk selection algorithm in 
BT. We also present the rationale why this policy may not be optimal 
and we propose a more efficient chunk selection algorithm to enhance the 
file availability. 
• Both analytical models are validated by a discrete event simulator which 
is detailed enough to capture many of BT's featuresi . These analytical 
results provide us the important insights for designing a BT-like protocol. 
Also, as compared with the simple fluid model in [9], not only our model 
is more accurate, but our model focuses more on characterizing details 
of heterogeneous peers with reasonable network topology and network 
parameters, and at the same time, maintains the model simplicity and 
mathematical tractability. 
• We show the fundamental and delicate tradeoff between performance and 
fairness for BT-like protocols. We show that the current BT-protocol is 
only one particular point in the whole design space.We use the fairness 
index as a measure of incentive compatibility, which is crucial for BT-
like file sharing protocol. We show the rate assignments that optimize 
^ Some of the previous research results did not perform model validation. 
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(a) average downloading time, or (2) perfect fairness, or (c) max-min 
allocation. 
• To realize these different possible tradeoffs in the design space, we pro-
pose a simple design knob which can be implemented in a distributed 
manner. We quantify the performance merits, both in average download-
ing time and fairness, as we vary the design knob. Performance evalu-
ation and network measurement are carried out to quantify the merits 
and properties of these BT-like protocols. 
1.4 Structure of the thesis 
The balance of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 1, we present a brief intro-
duction and basic background of Bit Torrent. Related work is given in Chapter 
2. In Chapter 3, we propose the system dynamics to capture the system per-
formance. Several analytical results are obtained and sensitivity analysis is 
conducted. In the following Chapter 4, we investigate the file availability issue 
focusing on chunk selection algorithm. We compare different chunk selection 
algorithms in terms of performance and availability. A new algorithm is pro-
posed to enhance the file availability. In Chapter 5 we address the fairness 
problem. We present the dedicate trade-off between fairness and system per-
formance in a heterogeneous network. We provide deep understanding of the 
standard "tit-for-tat “ peer selection algorithm and "optimistic unchoking" 
implemented by Bit Torrent protocol. Finally Chapter 6 concludes. 
Chapter 2 
Related Work 
2.1 Measurement Based Studies 
There are a number of measurement based studies of BitTorrent traffic on the 
Internet. In [10], the measurement results are presented which is collected dur-
ing a five-month period and involves thousands of peers. The study shows that 
a flash crowd occurs in the first few days after the content become available. 
In [11], measurement results of the availability, the integrity, the flash crowd 
effect, and the download performance are obtained from an eight-month trace-
based study. In [12], the measurement result collected by a modified client in 
a BT network is analyzed. The study shows (1) peers with high bandwidth 
access to Internet leave the system shortly after they finish downloading the 
file, and (2) peers behind firewalls suffer from a significant reduction in down-
loading rate. In [13], the ability of the BT protocol to disseminate very large 
files among peers is studied. It reports that unlike other P2P application, the 
size of the file disseminated by BitTorrent tends to be on the order of giga-
bytes, which is far larger and most of BitTorrent users need to use multiple 
sessions to download a file. In [14], the results indicate that, the average avail-
able bandwidth for each peer actually increases with the number of users for 
distributing large (> lOOMB) and popular files and most of the uploading is 
being done by a minority of users. In [15], measurement results have been 
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studied on BitTorrent session interarrival times, sizes and durations. The au-
thors propose to use the hyper-exponential distribution to model the session 
interarrivals, and use the lognormal distribution to fit session durations and 
sizes. In [16], the two core algorithms of BitTorrent: choking and rarest first 
algorithms are evaluated by experiments. The authors claim that the “last 
pieces problem" is overstated whereas "the first pieces problem" is underesti-
mated. The last piece problem occurs when the time to download the last 
pieces is significantly larger than for the rest of the pieces. The authors also 
state that the overhead of BitTorrent protocol(i.e., the control messages) is 
small. In [17], various simulation-based experiments are carried to investigate 
the effect of network parameters and system settings on the performance of file 
downloading. In [18], great variability of downloading time is reported. The 
authors claim that, instead of network bandwidth, "close neighbor se力”(i.e., 
those peers in a stable data-exchange relationship) is the major contributing 
factor for the variability. 
There are also some measurement-based enhancement work to improve a 
BitTorrent system. One system similar to BitTorrent is Slurpie [19]. Slurpie 
uses more complex strategies than the ones in BitTorrent so as to increase 
the performance. In [4], a BitTorrent-like content distribution scheme based 
on network coding [20] is proposed. Different from the conclusion in [17], the 
authors claim that BitTorrent plus coding can greatly improve file availability 
as well as system performance. In [21], a biased neighbor selection algorithm is 
proposed to reduce the amount of the cross-ISP traffic while keep the download 
time nearly optimal. 
2.2 Analytical Modeling of BitTorrent System 
From the view of theoretical computer science, BitTorrent tries to solve a fun-
damental scheduling problems: "broadcasting". This problem is studied widely 
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under different kinds of topologies(i.e., complete graph) and communication 
niodels(i.e.，unidirectiona/bidirectional telephone model). A comprehensive 
survey can be found in Hedetniemi et al. [22]. Recently, people revisit this 
broadcasting problem for the performance analysis of Internet content dis-
tribution using Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology. In [23], three peer organiza-
tion strategies, namely linear chain, tree and forest topology, are analytically 
studied to get some insights on the performance of distributing a file. Since 
BitTorrent uses none of above topology, the authors in [24] use a special ran-
dom graph to approximate BitTorrent protocol to investigate the distribution 
of the individual chunk under multiple network topologies and routing algo-
rithms. In [25, 26], peers are assumed to have full connection to all the other 
peers but with uploading capacity constraint. A centralized optimal scheduling 
algorithm is given. 
People also develop Markovian or fluid models to study the performance of 
BitTorrent systems. The authors in [27，28] propose a coarse-grain Markovian 
model to represent a P2P file sharing system. However, this Markovian model 
cannot capture many important properties of a BT-like system. Furthermore, 
these is no closed-form solution for the steady state performance measure and 
one can only use numerical method to calculate these measures. To overcome 
the computation problem in [27，28], the authors in [9] propose a fluid model 
and a set of differential equations to describe the dynamics of BT systems and 
discuss issues like incentive mechanisms and free-riding. Note that the model 
in [9] is not accurate in the performance prediction (we will illustrate this in 
later chapter), and also fails to capture many intrinsic and important proper-
ties of BT-like P2P systems such as node degree and number of file sharing 
connections. Also, these previous works do not consider the underlying overlay 
topology and treat the effective throughput of peers as a constant. In [29], the 
authors develop a detailed Markovian model to investigate the scalability and 
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effectiveness of a P2P system. However, the result is more of theoretical inter-
est since the model has a huge state space and it is difficult to analyze. Instead, 
one has to reply on asymptotic analysis. In [30], the authors extend the model 
ill [9] to illustrate the performance issue of providing service differentiation 
in a BT-like system. Similar to [9] wherein many simplified assumptions are 
made and essential network parameters are omitted which impede fundamen-
tal understanding on BT systems. In [31], the authors make some correction 
of the model of [9] and present a multi-torrent collaboration policy. In [32], the 
distribution of the peers with different downloading completeness in a system 
is studied, and a peer selection strategy is proposed to prolongs the systems 
lifetime. 
2.3 Fairness and Incentive Mechanism 
Service differentiation in a P2P network (though not BT-like file sharing sys-
tem) are also widely studied. In [33], a game theoretic approach is proposed 
to provide incentive and service differentiation in P2P networks. In [34], an 
incentive mechanism is discussed to allocate bandwidth resource 'fairly' in 
a P2P system by three different service differentiation policies. In [30], the 
steady-state performance of multi-class BitTorrent-like systems with service 
differentiation is analyzed. In [35], an auction framework is presented to study 
the resource sharing in P2P networks. In [36, 37], different incentive mecha-
nisms are proposed to overcome the free riding problem in BT systems. 
Chapter 3 
Scalability 
To study the scalability of a BT-like file sharing system, we first model the 
system dynamics. Then we investigate the steady state of this dynamics and 
carry out sensitivity analysis. Simulation result is presented and at last we 
extend this model to study the heterogenous network wherein some peers are 
behind the firewalls. 
3.1 Analytical Model 
To represent the dynamics and evolution of a Bit Torrent-like P2P system, we 
use a fluid model with a simplified state space using the stochastic differential 
equation approach [8]. Performance measures such as the average number of 
leechers, the average number of seeders, the average file downloading time and 
the overall system throughput are derived. 
Consider a BitTorrent-like P2P system that distributes a given file ！F to 
a large number of cooperative peers. The file is divided into M orthogonal 
chunks such that JT = JT^  IJ J^ s U • • • U Tm, where fi = 0 for i + j and J^i 
is the chunk of the file. For simplicity of analysis, we assume no network 
coding or erasure code is applied in the file sharing process. Typically, the 
number of chunks M is in the order of thousands. Based on BT's definition, 
a seeder is a peer which has all M chunks of T while a leecher is a peer 
12 
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M the number of chunks of the given file T. 
s the size of a chunk (in bits). 
N{t) the random variable denoting number of peers in the system at time t. 
A the average arrival rate of new leechers. 
7 the departure rate of the seeders. 
/.i the average downloading rate (in bps) between two peers. 
B the maximize transfer bandwidth (in bps) of a peer. 
p probability that two peers are connected. 
Ci the random variable denoting the number of chunks peeri holds. 
Xi{t) the random variable denoting the number of type-1 peers at time t. 
义2 � the random variable denoting the number of type-2 peers at time t. 
Y{t) the random variable denoting the number of seeders at time t. 
Table 3.1: Notations used in describe the BT-like system 
which only has a subset of T. Assume at time t, there are N{t) peers in the 
system. These peers want to obtain and share the file ！F, and new peers arrive 
according to a Poisson arrival process with rate A. By the help of a tracker, 
each peer maintains a connection with another peer as its neighbor with a 
connectivity probability p < I. One can view the BT file sharing system as an 
overlay network and every node in the overlay network has an average degree 
of p(N{t) — 1) pN{t� . For each connection, the average downloading rate 
is II. Each peer is constrained by a maximum transfer rate B, which includes 
the downloading and the uploading rates. Table 3.1 summarizes the notations 
we use in the mathematical model. 
Although a peer can keep logical connections to many peers, a peer can have 
at most B//.1 uploading and/or downloading connections simultaneously. After 
collecting all chunks of a leecher becomes a seeder and may serve others 
by uploading chunks. A seeder can choose to leave a BT-like system and the 
average departure rate is 7 (i.e., I/7 is the average time a seeder stays in the 
BT system). We let q < M to represent the number of chunks that peer i is 
holding. 
In [9, 28], all peers are considered as having the same effectiveness r] to 
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Figure 3.1: Probability P^j when M = 100 
contribute to the system. However it is not true in reality because when a 
new peer first enters the system, it has no chunk to upload. Even after some 
time it collects a small number of chunks, the effectiveness of this "new" peer 
is very different from peers with large number of chunks. On the other hand, 
if we consider all combination of different chunks [29] (i.e. peers with only 
and peers with only ^3, are of different types so there are states 
in the model), then the state space is extremely large. In this thesis, we 
use a different approach and distinguish the states of peers by the number 
of chunks they are holding (i.e. peers with only Tx.T^ and peers with only 
JF3, are of the same type so we need M + 1 states). Assume chunks are 
uniformly distributed among peers, which actually could be ensured by the 
rarest-first chunk selection policy. Let peer i and peer j have Ci and Cj chunks 
respectively, where Ci, Cj G {0，1,...，M}. Let us derive the probability that 
peer i can obtain at least one useful chunk from peer j, which we denote as 
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Pi J. When Ci < Cj, it is clear that Pij = 1. When Ci > Cj, we have: 
Pi J = 1 — P [chunks in peer j are subset of chunks in peer i 
= 1 - / 
\CjJ \CjJ 
= 1 _ Q • (Ci — 1)…{Cj 一 Cj + 1) r 1) 
— “ M - ( M - 1 ) - - - ( M - C , + 1)" 
So given the number of chunks peer i and peer j holding, we can estimate 
the probability I\j (as illustrated in Figure 3.1). Prom Eq. (3.1), we can use 
M + 1 states to capture the system dynamics. The problem is, the number of 
all states M is still a large number, can one reduce the number further? Prom 
Figure 3.1，one can observe that I\j increases very sharply. So we use this 
important observation to reduce the state space. 
We distinguish three types of peers: Type 1 peer is a leecher that holds 
a few chunks (i.e., say less than half of the M chunks). Type 2 peer is a 
leecher that holds most but not all chunks. Type 3 peer represents a seeder in 
the system. The probability Pij in Eq. (3.1) can be simplified based on the 
following cases: 
• case 1: If peer i is of type 1 or type 2，and peer j is of type 3, then 
clearly Pij = 1 since a seeder can always provide a useful chunk to a 
leecher. 
• case 2: If peer i is of type 1 and peer j is of type 1 or type 2, then Ci/M 
is very small and we have Pi’j > 1 — ( q / T W 广 1 . 
• case 3: If peer i is of type 2 and peer j is of type 1, then q / M is close 
to 1 but since Cj is small, we have Pij ^ 0. 
• case 4: If peer i and peer j are of type 2, then Cj is large and (Cj/M卢冗 
0, so Pij ^ 1. 
Now to represent the heterogeneity of peers' effectiveness while keeping the 
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model simple and analytically tractable, we assign Pij only two possible values: 
0 or 1 according to the types of peer i and j. 
Let Xi{t), X2(t) and Y{t) be the random variables representing the number 
of type-1 peers, type-2 peers and type-3 (seeders) in the system at time t. By 
case 1 and 2 of the analysis of Eq. (3.1), type-1, type-2 peers and seeders can 
assist type-1 peers in the file download process. Also, type-2 peers and seeders 
can assist type-2 peers based on case 1, 2 and 4 above. Let A � and Ui{t) 
denote the random variables of the downloading and uploading rates for peeri 
at time t. When there is no bandwidth constraint (i.e., B is infinitely large): 
lip (ElXi{t)]+E[X2(t)]-{-E[Y{t)]) i is type-1 
(3.2) 
^p (E[X2{t)] + 丑 f K � ] ) i is type-2. 
When we constrain a peer with bandwidth B, it means that for each peer 
i, the inequality A � + Ui{t) < B needs to be satisfied. Prom the system's 
perspective, we have the following conservation rules: 
Nit) N{t) 




Substitute Eq. (3.4) to Eq. (3.3) and taking the expectation. By the Wald's 
Equation [38], we have: 
E[Di{t)] < B/2. (3.5) 
Combining Eq. (3.2) and (3.5) and let and D�(t) be the random 
variables denoting the downloading rate at time t for type-1 and type-2 peer 
respective, we have: 
玛 � ] [ ； � ] + £；[义2�]+ 玛 y � ] ) ’ B / 2 } 
E[D^''\t)]^mm{lip{E[X2(t)]^E[Y(t)]),B/2}. (3.6) 
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We can now present the mathematical model that captures the dynamics of 
a BT-like system. The model is based on the stochastic differential equation[8 . 
First, the arrival process of peers is modeled as a Poisson counter process 
TV(亡)with an average arrival rate A. The Poisson counter has the following 
properties: 
1 at Poisson arrival , � 
dN{t) = I (3.7) 
0 elsewhere, 
\ 
EldN{t)] = Xdt. (3.8) 
Let Xi{t) and 义 2 � denote the number of type-1 and type-2 leechers at time t 
while Y{t) denote the number of seeders in the system at time t. The following 
equations describe the rate of change of these three variables: 
dX,{t) = (3.9) 
The rate of change of Xi{t) is affected by the number of new arrival, which 
is denoted as dN{t), and the number of peers that transfer from type-1 to 
type-2 is denoted by 办访严也 ,where sM/2 represents the size of a half of 
the file and D � X ] X f ) d t represents the amount of new information that all 
Xi{t) type-1 peers collect in dt. Similarly, the transfer rate from type-2 peers 
to seeders i s � (访•⑷气 Lastly, since the departure rate of a seeder is 7，so 
the total departure rate of all seeders is represented by jY{t). Taking the 
expectation of Eq. (3.9)，we have: 
dE[X,{t)] ^ EldN(t)]-五P�盘拟 
dE[X2{t)] ^ 丑fD�(s^jj爲�1 也 - 判 严 州 出 , (3.10) 
dElY(t)] ^ 1丑[y �]也. 
Note that the above equations are approximations because we are assuming 
the independence of D^(t) and Xi{t), for i — 1,2. 
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3.2 Steady-State Performance Measures 
To study the steady-state performance, we let dE[Xi{t)] = dElX2{t)= 
dE[Y{t)] = 0. To simplify notation further, we use W to represent the ex-
pected value of the random variable W and let a = ^ and = ^ to simplify 
the expressions. To find the steady state solution, we classify Equation (3.10) 
into three cases: 
Case 1 + X2 + ^ < 
Case 2 X2 + ? < / ? < + X2 + F, and 
Case 3 P<X2-\-Y. 
The first case implies that the uploading and downloading process are not 
constrained by the bandwidth B. This occurs when peers have broadband 
access to the Internet, or when the peer's arrival rate is low so there are only 
few peers in the system. For the second case, type-1 peers are constrained by 
bandwidth B while type-2 peers are not constrained by this bandwidth limit. 
The justification for this case is that there are more peers who can help type-1 
peers than type-2 peers. Hence it is possible that former peers are saturated 
by the bandwidth constraint, yet not the latter. For the last case, all peers are 
constrained by the bandwidth B in the file sharing process. This case occurs 
when peers have a low bandwidth connection to the Internet, or the file is very 
popular so that the peer's arrival rate is very high and there are many peers 
in the system. We can solve Xi, X2, Y respectively in these three cases. The 
following theorem below states the equilibrium point X = ( X i , X 2 , o f Eq. 
(3.10): 
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Theorem 3.1 (Equilibrium point) If E[Xi{t)], E[X2{t)] and E[Y{t)] are 
nonnegative, Eq. (3.10) has a unique equilibrium point X : 
(Vs-l jsMX _ A jsMX A A\ 
《 举 会 (for Case 1), 
(sMX jsMX _ X 
X = <1 、 丁 ， � 7 乂 （3 11) 
念 ( f o r Case 2), • 
(sMX sMA An 
J J 
� i/0</3< (for Case 3). 
Proof : Please refer to the Appendix A for derivations. • 
Theorem 3.2 Let Td denote the average downloading time for the file T, 
which is the average time it takes for a peer to obtain all M unique chunks 
of T. We have the following results: 
Case 1, 
A = V ^ + f - i Case 2， （3.12) 
Case 3. 
Proof : By the Little's result[39], fd is given by fd = By Theorem 3.1, 
we can obtain the above results easily. I 
Theorem 3.3 Let Tp denote the average system throughput of the BT-like 
P2P system, the average number of peers in the system is N = Xi+ X2 + y • 
We have the following result: 
_ f O(N^) Case 1， 
Tp = � \ ) (3.13) 
0{N) Case 2 or 3. 
\ 
Proof : The derivation can be found in Appendix A. I 
The above theorems provide the following important insights: 
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Remark 1: Quantifying the scalability of BitTorrent-like P2P net-
works: 
Based on the steady state system throughput as given by Eq. (3.13), one can 
find that the BT-like system scales well with the number of peers. Case 1 
represents the system under a low arrival rate, therefore a small number of 
I 
peers exists in the system. The throughput of the system is of the order of 
0{N^). When there are more peers in the systems (i.e., in case 2 and 3), the 
system throughput is linearly proportional to the number of peers. So the 
system performance will not degrade as we scale up the number of peers. 
Remark 2: Quantifying the sensitivity of downloading time to ar-
rival rate: 
The intensity of the arrival rate represents the popularity of the file. To under-
stand the impact of file popularity on the performance of BT-like P2P systems, 
we consider the rate of change of fd when one increases the peer's arrival rate 
A. Based on the expression of Td in Eq. 3.13, we have: 
[ C a s e 1, 
= - 杀 A - 3 / 2 Case 2, 
0 Case 3. 
\ 
For case 1 and 2, the average downloading time decreases when the arrival rate 
A increases; in case 3, the rate of change of fd is not related to A. This means 
if the file is popular (i.e., large value of A), the average downloading time will 
be smaller. Therefore the BT-like system scales well with the file popularity. 
Remark 3: Quantifying the effect of the presence of seeders: 
Since 7 represents the departure rate for seeders, Tg = I/7 is the average time 
a seeder stays in a P2P system. For case 1 and 2，when Ts increases, there will 
be more seeders in the system to provide the uploading service, therefore, the 
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average downloading time Td will decrease. Notice that 
_ - 3 / 4 Case 1, 
= < -1/2 Case 2， 
0 Case 3. 
\ 
This implies that having more seeders will reduce the file downloading time. 
But when all peers are saturated due to the bandwidth limit, having more 
seeders will not improve the performance. Consider an extreme case of T^  = 0, 
that is, a peer will leave the system immediately after it downloads the entire 
file :F. 
Case 1, 
^ ^ = V ^ + f Case 2’ 
� 等 Case 3. 
The above expression implies that peers can still obtain the file, though with 
higher downloading time, without the help of many seeders in the system. 
Remark 4: Quantifying the effect of the connection probability p'. 
A close examination of Eq.(3.12) reveals that Td is a function of the connec-
tivity parameter p for case 1 and 2 but not case 3. Increasing the value of 
p will reduce the value of T .^ This is due to the fact that a peer has more 
neighbors to reduce its downloading time, as long as it is not saturated by 
its own bandwidth limit. In case 1 and case 2, increasing p will decrease Td, 
because larger p increases the possibility of downloading for peers. In case 3, 
p will not affect Td because the system is operating at the saturated mode. 
One may think a larger value of p will always benefit a peer. However it is 
important to note that larger value of p will also cause peers to keep too many 
TCP connections. Hence a large value of p will increase the burden of the peers 
with too many connection overheads and eventually leads to saturating peers' 
bandwidth. Since p is affected by the number of peers reported by the tracker 
to a peer, a proper selection of this number is an interesting and practical 
problem. 
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Remark 5: Quantifying the effect of bandwidth constraint B: 
Consider the marginal utilization of B: 
f 
一 0 Case 1, 
= _ 樂 Case 2, 
- 攀 Case 3. 
For case 1, the bandwidth is not fully utilized so Td is not affected by B, and 
more bandwidth is not helpful in this case. For case 2 and 3, by increasing 
the bandwidth limit, a peer can get a better performance. Given the above 
analysis, one can better anticipate the system's need since most BitTorrent 
implementations allow users to configure the maximum bandwidth. 
3.3 Model Validation and Evaluation 
In this section, we perform a series of experiments to validate our analytical 
results. First, we implement a discrete event simulator for a BitTorrent-like file 
sharing system. The input of the simulator are parameters such as arrival rate, 
transfer rate between peers, departure rate of seeds, connection probability, 
transmission bandwidth of peers, etc. Our simulator models the behaviors of 
peers such as joining the system, making connections to neighboring nodes, 
selecting chunks for download, transfer chunks, updating the chunk bitmaps, 
seeding and also departures of seeders. 
Experiment. 1 (Accuracy in estimating number of peers): 
In the following experiments, we consider the accuracy of the proposed mathe-
matical model in estimating £^[Xi(,)]’ 丑 [ X 2 � ] a n d E[Y{t)]. We also use this 
experiment to test the accuracy of the [9]'s model. In Figure 3.2, we compare 
the average number of leechers + E[X2{t)]) and the average number 
of seeders with the simulation results. Fig.3.2(a) illustrates the case 
that the peer's arrival rate is A = 0.1, seeder's departure rate is 7 = 0.01, the 
transfer rate is /i = 0.1 between two peers, the maximum transfer bandwidth 
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Figure 3.2: Comparing dynamics of peer evolutions for our model and Qiu's 
model under three different cases 
of a peer is 万 = 2 and the connection probability is p = 0.25. The setting 
represents the situation that peers with low download bandwidth, and the 
maximum transfer rate between peers is low. Because the peer's arrival rate is 
low, so the file is not that popular. One can see that our model can accurately 
track the dynamics of the leechers and seeders, while model based on [9] is 
only accurate in estimating the number of leechers and seeders in the steady 
state case. Fig.3.2(b) illustrates the case that the peer's arrival rate is A = 0.6, 
seeder's departure rate 7 = 1.0, peer's downloading bandwidth is /i = 0.3, 
peer's maximum transfer bandwidth is B = 12 and the connection probability 
is p = 0.25. In this setting, the file is more popular so the peer's arrival rate 
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Figure 3.3: Comparing System Scalability for our model and Qiu's model 
is higher. Also, peers have a high downloading rate and a higher maximum 
transfer bandwidth. However, the seeder's departure rate is also higher than 
the previous experiment. Again, our model can accurately track the dynam-
ics of the leechers and seeders, while model based on [9] underestimates the 
number of leechers in the system. Lastly, Fig.3.2(c) illustrates the case that 
the peer's arrival rate is A = 0.6, seeder's departure rate 7 = 0.1, downloading 
bandwidth between peers is fi = 0.3, peer's maximum transfer bandwidth is 
B = 12 and the connection probability is p = 0.1. Note that our model can 
accurately track the dynamics of the leechers and seeders, while model based 
on [9] significantly underestimates the number of leechers in the system. 
Experiment. 2 (Accuracy for Performance Measures Td and Tp): 
In this experiment, we investigate the accuracy of the derived performance 
measures, namely, the average downloading time Td and system throughput 
Tp. We set M = 500, = 0.3, 7 = 1.0，p = 0.5, B 二 9 and vary the 
number of peers in the system. As shown in Figure 3.3(a) and 3.3(b), the 
BT-like system scales well with the number of peers. Note that our analytical 
results match well with the simulation results while Qiu's model underestimate 
(overestimate) Td (Tp). Also, there is a decrease of average downloading time 
when more peers are in the system. This property is also reported from the 
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real BT-trace data[28]. The near linear relationship between the number of 
peers and the system throughput is reflected in our model and is also reported 
in [13 . 
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Figure 3.4: fd as the function of arrival rate A 
Experiment. 3 (Sensitivity Analysis): 
In this set of experiments, we investigate the sensitivity of performance mea-
sures to various system parameters such as the arrival rate A, the seeder's 
departure rate 7, the connection probability p and transmission bandwidth B. 
3a) The relationship between Td and arrival rate A: For this experiment, 
we set and 7 the same as in Experiment 2，but vary the arrival rate A un-
der different values of B and p. Fig.3.4(a) and 3.4(b) illustrate the effect on the 
average downloading time. Both of these figures show that when the value of 
arrival rate becomes large, the average downloading time decreases monotoni-
cally and eventually reaches a fixed value when the transmission bandwidth is 
saturated. 
3b) The relationship between Td and departure rate 7: In this exper-
iment, we also set the parameters A, M and jj. the same as in Experiment 2 
but now we vary the values of leaving rate 7. Fig.3.5(a) illustrates the average 
downloading time for 5 = 9 and 12 while Fig.3.5(b) illustrates the average 
downloading time for p = 0.25 and 0.5. These two figures also confirm that 
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Figure 3.5: Td as the function of departure rate 7 
by increasing the departure rate 7, the seeder spends less time in the system, 
hence the average downloading time for peers increases. Notice that when 7 is 
large enough, the rate of deterioration on the file downloading time approaches 
zero. This implies that even when there is no incentive for peer to be a seeder, 
the BT-like system can still provide service to peers in the system. 
3c) The relationship between Td and connection probability p. Prom 
Fig.3.4(b) and Fig.3.5(b), we observe that when there are more connections to 
peers (i.e., p is of high value), then the file downloading time actually decreases. 
Prom Fig.3.4(b), we observe that more highly connected system has a smaller 
downloading time, especially when A is small. As A increases, the performance 
difference between different values of p diminishes. So for a system with a low 
arrival rate, high connection probability of peers is important to improve the 
performance. 
3d) The relationship between Td and bandwidth: In Fig.3.5(a), the 
system with a higher bandwidth has a lower average downloading time. But 
in Fig.3.4(a), we can find that for the low arrival rate case, higher transfer 
bandwidth does not necessarily bring better performance. One can achieve 
better performance when the peer's arrival rate is high because there will be 
more peers contributing to the uploading process. 
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Figure 3.6: File downloading time vs. bandwidth under different bandwidth 
distributions 
Experiment. 4 (Bandwidth Heterogeneity): 
The average downloading time given by Eq. (3.12) is derived under the as-
sumption of homogenous bandwidth B for all peers in the system. In this 
experiment we relax this assumption and examine the case that peers join 
the system with different bandwidth. Still using parameters in Experiment 
2 except B, we repeat the simulation using different bandwidth distribution, 
namely, (a) exponential distribution with mean 20, (b) uniform distribution in 
10, 30], and (c) normal distribution with mean 20 and variance 2. Fig. 3.6(a) 
shows the number of peers corresponding to the bandwidth in these three runs. 
The simulation results measured by average downloading time of the peers with 
certain bandwidth B is illustrated in Fig. 3.6(b). An interesting observation is 
that the downloading time of peers with a particular value of bandwidth is ac-
tually "independent" on the bandwidth distribution in all three runs. In other 
words, the average downloading time of a specific peer is mainly determined 
by its own bandwidth instead of the bandwidth of its neighbors. For example, 
for peers with bandwidth 20，the average downloading time is around 180，in-
dependent of the bandwidth distribution as normal, exponential, or uniformly 
distributed. And it is quite close to the model prediction given by Eq. (3.12) 
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(setting B = 20) which is 174. Thus from Fig. 3.6(b), Eq (3.12) is a good 
performance predictor for the downloading time even when now peers have 
heterogenous bandwidth. Having this observation, we can use the analytical 
results we obtained to investigate the impact heterogenous peers in a BT-like 
system. 
3.4 Model Extension For Peers behind Fire-
walls 
In this section, we investigate the impact of firewall (or the net work-address-
translation box) on the BT protocol. Although recently some implementations 
of BitTorrent enable users behind different firewalls or NATs connected to each 
other via UDP, it still remains a problem for TCP. In general, a peer with a 
public IP address cannot initiate a TCP connection with a peer behind a 
firewall since the address of the latter peer is unknown. One way to establish a 
connection (both for the downloading and uploading of chunks) between these 
two different classes of peers is to involve a third party(i.e. the BT tracker). 
To illustrate, consider a peer a which is behind firewall while a peer b has a 
public IP address. When peer a joins the BT system, it has to contact the 
tracker so as to obtain a siiblist of connecting peers. During this contact, the 
tracker remembers the "address" of peer a. When peer b joins the system, the 
tracker can inform peer a to initiate the connection with peer b (i.e. a peer 
behind the firewall needs to initiate the connection). In this way, a connection 
between peer a and b can be established. It is also important to note that when 
two peers are behind different firewalls (i.e. under different network domains), 
they cannot establish connection with each other since they do not know the 
"address" of each other. This implies that peers behind different firewalls 
cannot assist each other in the chunk uploading. This form of interaction is 
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Figure 3.7: General model illustrates the impact of firewalls and NATs 
illustrated in Figure 3.7 wherein a peer with a public IP address can receive 
upload service from any peer in the BT system, while a peer behind firewall 
can only receive upload service by peers with public IP addresses. 
In our model, we assume there are two classes of peers: peers with publicly 
routable IP address, and peers behind firewall. Let \ be the average rate at 
which non-firewalled peers arrive, and A/ be the average rate at which fire-
walled peers arrive. Denote the number of non-firewalled leechers and seeders 
as Xp and Yp, the number of firewalled leechers and seeders as Xf and Yf. 
For simplicity of presentation, we do not differentiate peers by the amount of 
chunks they have cached. Similar to the previous mathematical development, 
we have the following differential equations to describe the dynamic of the 
overall system: 
dXp - Xp • min{^ip[Xj, + + X/ + Yf), B/2} 
IT 二 入 p Jm ’ 
dVp _ Xp • min{M^P + Fp + X； + Yf), B/2} 
二 7M 、 ； 
dXf = Xrmin{^Lp{Xj, + Yj,),Bl2] 
~dr 1 S f ， 
j = Jm 协 . 糊 
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For mathematical tractability, we assume the situation that a peer will leave 
the system as soon as it obtains all the necessary chunks. This implies Yp{t) = 0 
and Yf(t) == 0 for large t. Eq. (3.14) can be reduced to: 
dXp - Xp'min{i.ip{Xp + Xf),B/2} 
"ST 二 〜 ^ , 
dXf — 入 - X f . min{iipXp, B/2} (3 工 ^ ) 
We are interested in the steady state behavior and we have the following im-
portant theorems: 
Theorem 3.4 (Equilibrium point) When Xp > Xf, in the regime that Xp > 
0 and Xf > 0，Eq. (3.15) has the unique equilibrium point X = (Xp, Xf): 
、^—资〈万， 
� w h e n 0<B < 
When Xp < Xf, in the regime that Xp > 0 and Xf > 0，Eq. (3.15) has the 
unique equilibrium point X = (Xp,Xf): 
—\ yjhen 0<B< 2 八 fipsM. 
Proof: The proof is similar to Theorem 3.1. • 
Theorem 3.5 Let Td,p and T d j denote the average downloading time for 
non-firewalled peers and peers behind firewall respectively. The average down-
loading times are given by: 
When Xp > Xf: 
((x/,广/)硕)when < B, 
C f " ， f d j ) = ( 樂 , 南 ） when < B < 
� w h e n 0<B < 2 ^ / V p s M . 
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When Ap < A/： 
(fd f , ) = I ( 攀 点 ） w h e n 2 v / A ; ; ^ < B , 
— d J \ when 0<B< 2 八 fipsM. 
Proof: By Little's result[39], fd,p is given by fd,p = 专， a n d f d j is given by 
Tdj =毎.Based on Theorem 5, the above results can be easily derived. I 
Remark 1: Importance of non-firewalled peers: 
Consider the extreme case of small birth of non-firewalled peers (i.e., \ —> 
0)，under this case we have A/ > Ap and 2y/Xpi.ipsM < B. The average 
downloading time for non-firewalled peers is liniAp-^ o Td,p 二 which is 
a constant, but lim�—o^"d’/ = —⑷，which means the peers behind 
firewall cannot finish the file downloading without the help of non-firewalled 
peers. In summary, we need to have a sufficient number of non-firewalled peers 
to sustain the file sharing process. 
Remark 2: Performance gap: 
It is easy to prove that in all situations listed above, Td^ p < Tdj, which implies 
that non-firewalled peers can always perform at least as good as peers behind 
firewalls. We define Q as the performance gap of the downloading time between 
non-firewalled peer and firewalled peer. We have Q 二 1 - f d j T d j . When 
G 二 0, it means both classes of peers have the same downloading time while 
g 二 1 means that the firewalled peers take a very long time to complete the 
file download. We have the following important observations: 
• When 0 < B < 2^Xp/j,psM, which represents the situation that band-
width of all peers are constrained, then G = 0. This implies that the 
impact of firewalls is neglect able. 
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• When 2^Xpfj,psM < B (i.e., bandwidth is unconstrained), we have Q < 
1 but Q is increasing as we reduce Xp. In other words, when there are 
few number of non-firewalled peers, there is a noticeable performance 
gap between these two classes. 
• When Ap > A, and < B, we have G = Xf/Xp < 1. This implies 
y ' A p — A / 
that there is a performance gap and this gap depends on the relative 
arrival rates (or population) of these two classes of peers. 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we first propose a fluid model based on the stochastic differ-
ential equation method in modeling and characterizing the peer behaviors and 
performance metrics of BT-like P2P systems. We obtain the closed-form solu-
tion of the average number of seeders and leechers, as well as the average file 
downloading time and the steady state system throughput. We validate this 
model by the discrete event simulator, and find our model has much higher ac-
curacy, while previous model proposed in [9] may provide wrong performance 
estimates under large system settings. Based on the closed-form solution, we 
quantify the sensitivity of the downloading time to various system parameters 
such as peers' arrival rate, seeder's departure rate, connection probability and 
transmission bandwidth. We also extend the model to investigate the impact 
of firewalls or NATs on the performance of BT-like system. We find that peers 
in the public domain play an important role and analyze the performance gap 
between these two classes of peers. 
In closing, by our analysis one can find that Bit Torrent system shows 
good scalability compared with traditional Client/Server system using FTP 
or HTTP protocols. 
Chapter 4 
File Availability 
In this chapter, we look at another important performance measure - the file 
availability for a BT-like system. A file is available only when a peer can 
download all the chunks needed from seeders or other peers in the system. If 
there is always at least one seeder in the system, naturally the file is always 
available. However in reality, the seeders may want to minimize the time of 
staying in the system and the leechers may choose to depart from the system 
once they obtain all necessary chunks, or they may abort in the middle of the 
file download due to the system or network failures. Thus the system may lose 
some chunks due to the departure of the peers and seeders and the remaining 
downloading processes will never finish. 
Note that even when the file is unavailable, peers may still continue the 
upload/download process, which is actually a waste of resource since none of 
the existing peers can obtain all chunks of the needed file unless some seeders 
reenter the system. Since enhancing the file availability implies the reduction 
of resource wastage, it is important to understand what factors influence the 
file availability in a BT-like system. 
There are many factors that may influence the file availability. In this pa-
per we are interested in how the chunk selection algorithm can affect the file 
availability. In other words, if a peer needs to download a chunk from a neigh-
boring peer, which chunk is the proper one so as to improve the probability to 
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complete the file download process? 
In general, a chunk selection algorithm will decide which chunk to down-
load from a set of neighbors based on the collected chunk information, so it 
is worthwhile for us to describe the process of peers in exchanging chunk in-
formation. Under the BT system, due to the peers' arrival, departure, and 
downloading processes, peers need to periodically update the chunk informa-
tion with their connected neighbors. When a new peer arrives, this peer gets 
a siiblist of all peers from the tracker, then it will send Handshake messages 
to peers on this list to set up connections. After the handshaking phase, the 
neighboring peers will inform the new peer about their chunk bitmaps in the 
Bitfield messages indicating which are the chunks that are cached in this par-
ticular peer. After collecting the bitmaps from its connected neighbors, the 
peer knows what are the available chunks in its neighborhood and which peers 
hold on to these chunks. The peer will use the chunk selection algorithm to 
decide which chunk to download next from its neighboring peers respectively. 
Note that after downloading some chunks, this peer needs to send the Have 
message to its neighbors so as to inform them that it gets some new chunks. 
Since a peer only connects to a subset of peers in the system, therefore, the 
gathered chunk availability information is only an incomplete and partial view 
of the system. For mathematical tractability, we analyze the file availability 
by assuming that global information is available. In later simulation, we will 
see how local/global information may affect the file availability. 
4.1 Modeling the File Availability 
In this section, we present a mathematical model to evaluate the file availability 
of a BT-like file sharing system. We still use the similar notations as in previous 
chapter. Assume that at time t, there are n peers in the system and the 
intended file T has M chunks: >^2’…，^m- Let hi denote the number of 
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peers which have cached the i认 chunk J^ i, then hi/n is the probability that a 
randomly chosen peer has this chunk J^i. Since p is the connection probability, 
a peer connects to p{n — 1) number of peers on the average. Let be the 
probability that a peer can find from at least one of its connecting peers, 
we have: 
li = 1 - 1 —— 
v 几J 
^ 1 — e—P�(when  is a large number). (4.1) 
Above approximation is valid for large value of n, which is usually the case for 
a popular BT file. 
To completely download the file a peer needs to collect all the M chunks. 
Let 0 be the probability that a peer can obtain these M chunks from its 
connecting peers, we have: 
0 = Prob[A peer can get all M chunks 
M 




i = i 
M 
= ， 1 ( 1 —e-A) . (4.2) 
1 = 1 
To gain the understanding about the appropriate chunk selection policy, we 
first find the optimal distribution of different types of chunks in the system. 
Assume that C is the total storage space (in units of chunks) of all n peers in 
the system, we formulate a constrained optimization problem: 
M 
max e = ]][(l-e-
i=l 
M 
s.t. ^ ^ hi < C ] 
i=l 
hi > 0, for 2 G {1 , . . . , n}. 
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The optimal solution for the distribution of chunks is: 
� C d 
h* = ["；；’... ’/4^] = — , . . . , — . (4.3) 
The physical meaning of the above result is not surprising: to maximize the 
probability of obtaining a file, the system should ensure that the chunks are 
as evenly distributed as possible across the system. We can use the following 
function to measure how evenly the chunks are distributed: 
V^("i,"2 ’ . . .，M = E ( � • (4.4) 
i=l 
where Ji = hi/M is the average number of chunks in the system at time 
t. In essence, V measures the variance of the chunk distribution in the system. 
V is minimized, when hi = . . . = Hm = h. 
Now the question we need to answer is: given the existing distribution 
h = [/?.!,..., Jim], what is the proper chunk selection policy? This can be 
formulated as an problem to minimize V because when V is close to zero, it 
means all chunks are evenly distributed across the system (Here the decision 
variables are A hi, i = 1，...，M, Ahi is the rate of change of number of ！Fi). 
To solve the above optimization problem, let us consider in a short period 
of time At. For Ahi > 0, it is the number of newly replicated T�in A t 
Assume the system is in steady-state so that the throughput of system Tp 
could be considered as a constant. The increase of total number of chunks 
copies Ahi is upper bounded by Tp • At. To minimize V{hi, "2 , . . . , ^m) 
within the range of change of Ahi < Tp . At, one can use the steepest 
descent method for ^i-norm ( see [40] page 478), we have the solution: 
Tjy • At if — i s greatest, , � 
Ahi = 抓 i (4.5) 
0 otherwise. 
\ 
Since — = � , Eq. (4.5) reveals that to maximize the system measure 
of file availability, system should let peers download the rarest chunk in the 
system, which is indeed the chunk selection algorithm used in the BT protocol. 
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Mathematically, a peer should always download the rarest chunk (assuming 
that peer does not possess this chunk) from its neighboring peers. As we will 
show by simulation in the later section, practically this policy works well when 
the connection probability p is small(i.e., peers have few neighbors). However 
when p is large(i.e., the peers are quite well connected), it may cause some 
problems and reduce file availability. In this case, assume that Ti is the rarest 
chunk and Tj is the second to the rarest chunk in the system. Due to the large 
connection probability p�nearly all peers prefer to download Ti and those 
peers that hold on to J^ j depart or abort from the system, then the file will 
not be available. This synchronization problem deteriorates the availability 
especially among the system with high connectivity where peers may have 
many neighbors. 
To alleviate this problem, we propose the file availability enhancement 
(FAE) algorithm. In essence, it tries to randomize the chunk selection pro-
cess but the rarest chunk will still be selected with the highest probability. We 
define A/i^ as: 
f 巡=2(“i) if J < ^ 
A/z, 二 卜 M I t " � 
I 0 otherwise. 
Among all its missing chunks, a peer will select J^ i with the probability di 
where 
Ahi … 
A = ^ — — - X T - (4.6) 
2^VAhj>0 
Note that for the above discussion, the value of hi is obtained by examining 
all n peers in the system, which implies peers know the global information. In 
a practical implementation, a peer can only connect to a subset of peers. In 
this case, the value of hi is the number of Ti from its neighbors, which is just 
the local information. In the following we consider algorithms in both cases: 
with global information or with local information. Now we have the following 
chunk selection algorithms: 
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• Global Rarest First (GRF): A peer will select from a neighboring 
peer with probability 1, where Ti is the rarest chunk in the whole system. 
• Local Rarest First (LRF): A peer will select Ti from a neighboring 
peer with probability 1, where Ti is the rarest chunk among its connect-
ing peers. This is the built-in chunk selection algorithm in BitTorrent 
system. 
• Global File Availability Enhancement (GFAE): A peer will select 
Ti from a neighboring peer with probability cTf, which is calculated by 
the global information hi hr i = 1... M. 
• Local File Availability Enhancement (LFAE): A peer will select 
J^ i from a neighboring peer with probability (7“ which is calculated by 
the local information hi for i = 1 …M. 
• Random Selection (RD): A peer will select from a neighboring 
peer assuming Ti is one of its missing chunk which is cached by the 
neighboring peer. 
Note that, GRF and GFAE require global information for peers to make their 
decisions, which can hardly be implemented in real system. So we just use the 
results of these two policies as benchmarks. 
4.2 Performance of Different Chunk Selection 
Algorithms 
In this section, we carry out simulations to compare the effect on average 
downloading time and file availability for different chunk selection algorithms 
described in previous subsection. In each of the simulation, we allow peers to 
dynamically join or leave the system. The arrival process of peer is a Poisson 
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Figure 4.1: Availability and throughput using different chunk selection polices 
in low bandwidth case. 
process. A peer can leave the system after obtaining all the necessary chunks, 
or may abort in the middle of the file download. In each experiment, the served 
file has 200 chunks. An initial seeder is put in the system and this seeder stays 
in the system from 亡= 0 to 亡=500. All other peers may abort the system 
before collecting all chunks at the abortion rate 6, and choose the seeding time 
according to the leaving rate 7 after they become seeders. 
Note that we use the variance measure V defined in Eq. (4.4) to measure 
the goodness of the chunk selection algorithm. Since V depends heavily on the 
number of peers, while in our simulation, the number of peers are time varying 
(due to peer's arrival and departure). So we define a normalized metric: 
” “ ⑷ 
which is used to measure the variance normalized by the average number of 
chunks at time t. We use the mean Vn of observed Vn(t) from time 400 to time 
1500. 
Experiment 1: Normalized Variance and File Downloading Time 
under Low Bandwidth Scenario: 
In this experiment, we fix the bandwidth for each peer to be 5 二 4.5, arrival 
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rate A = 0.4, leaving rate 7 = 0.6, abortion rate 6 = 0.01 and transfer rate 
= 0.3. We vary the connectivity probability p from 0.2 to 0.8. Fig. 4.1(a) 
illustrates the normalized variance for the five chunk selection algorithms. Note 
that GFAE and LFAE provide better availability and the random policy is the 
worst. It is interesting to note that LRF even performs better than GRF 
especially when p is high, although LRF only uses the local information. From 
the trace file of our simulation we find the justification that when p is high, 
peers get information from most of the peers in the system. So the GRF is 
more likely to cause the synchronization problem, which means all peers tends 
to download the few chunks that are the rarest. LRF brings more randomness 
to alleviate this problem. Our FAE with local or global information is better 
than LRF when p is high because we make a probabilistic choice to remedy 
this problem. Another important observation is that when we increase p, 
the availability is also improved by LEF and LFAE. This is because in this 
simulation setting we set bandwidth to B = 4.5, so peers can not perform 
more downloading due to the bandwidth constraint. Even when we increase p 
so that peers may have more neighbors, they can still download from a small 
part of all its the neighbors. This randomness pushes system away from this 
synchronization problem. 
In terms of average downloading time, from Fig. 4.1(b) we find that the 
performance of different policies are actually comparable except the Random 
policy. Random policy performs worst because it can not distribute all types of 
chunks evenly among peers so peers may suffer from waiting for useful chunks. 
The important point is that the GFAE and LFAE provide similar average 
downloading time as compared with GRF and LRF, yet, GFAE and LFAE 
have better availability. 
Experiment 2: Normalized Variance and File Downloading Time un-
der High Bandwidth Scenario: 
In this simulation, we set bandwidth 5 = 12 so that we simulate the case that 
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Figure 4.2: Availability and throughput using different chunk selection polices 
in high bandwidth case. 
peers have high bandwidth connection to download the file. In this setting, 
GFAE is the best in terms of the normalized variance. LFAE performs bet-
ter than LRF especially when p is high and LRF performs better than GRP. 
Random policy is still the worst among the all. We observe that the avail-
ability deteriorates when p increases. This is due to the fact that increasing p 
may introduce the synchronization problem, but LFAE is less sensitive in this 
regard. 
For average downloading time, random policy is still much worse than 
the others when p is small. Random policy in this situation can not ensure 
the chunks equally distributed across the system because peers have only few 
choice due to the small number of neighbors. But when p is large, Random 
policy has similar performance as compared with the others. 
Experiment 3: Normalized Variance under Different Peer's Abor-
tion Rates: 
In this experiment, we increase arrival rate A = 0.6, and vary different abor-
tion rate 6 from 0.005 to 0.02 to investigate the performance of the system 
with high arrivals and abortion. In Fig. 4.3, the X-axis represents the fraction 
of peers that abort before downloading all the chunks in the system. Prom this 
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Figure 4.3: Availability by different chunk selection polices in severely dynamic 
system. 
figure we can observe that the GFAE or LFAE has a lower value of the nor-
malized variance, this implies high file availability at these extreme conditions 
even when 6 = 0.02 and nearly 70% peers abort before obtaining all chunks. 
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we investigate file availability issue in terms of chunk selection 
algorithms. First we model the file availability and find out the rarest first is 
the theoretical solution to maximize the likelihood for peers to get all chunks. 
In simulation we have the following observation: 
(1) One may encounter the synchronization problem in using the rarest first 
policy especially in high connectivity scenario. To alleviate this prob-
lem we propose a randomized version of the chunk selection policy. We 
show the experimental results of all these algorithms and illustrate our 
proposed algorithm can significantly improve the file availability of BT 
systems. 
(2) 111 terms of average downloading time, all the other chunk selection po-
lices can achieve almost the same performance except for random policy. 
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So the major affect of chunk selection algorithms lies on file availability, 
not the average downloading time. 
(3) Rarest first policy using local information can achieve even better file 
availability compared with the same policy but using global knowledge. 
Chapter 5 
Fairness 
In this chapter, we go on investigating BitTorrent system but focusing on fair-
ness issues. Here we analytically explore this fundamental tradeoff by defining 
two separate design objectives: 
1. Performance: In a BT-like P2P file sharing system, the basic perfor-
mance metric is to minimize the average downloading time. Naturally, 
this is compatible with each peer's wish, since they all want to finish 
downloading as soon as possible. 
2. Fairness: To make the system scalable, peers need to contribute (via 
uploading) in order to receive service. A well-designed protocol should 
encourage peers to contribute in an incentive compatible way: those who 
contribute more should receive a better service (i.e., achieve a smaller file 
downloading time) than those who contribute less. 
Our study is based on a simple model of peers sharing each others' upload 
capacity. Peers are assumed to randomly arrive, and join the system, and 
leave after completing downloading. For the general case of multiple types 
of peers (in terms of upload/download capacity), the complete spectrum of 
performance versus fairness tradeoffs is analyzed. 
44 
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5.1 Mathematical Model 
In this section, we present a simple mathematical model of BT-like file sharing 
protocol that allows us to study the tradeoff between performance and service 
differentiation for peers with heterogeneous bandwidth capacity. 
5.1.1 The Generic Model of Uplink Sharing 
First we describe a generic model of a BT-like file sharing system. The system 
is designed to disseminate a specific file of finite size among the set of peers 
M = {1 ,2 , . . . , n}. Without loss of generality, we assume the file size to be 
unity. Each peer i in this file sharing session has its upload capacity Ui and 
download capacity Di. In other words, Ui ( A ) is the maximum uploading 
(downloading) rate that peer i can achieve. We also assume the following 
constraint 
Ui < A , (5.1) 
which is true for most of the recent Internet access technologies and verified 
by the measurement study in [41]. Assume each peer always has a sufficient 
part of the file of interest so that it can upload that part of the file to one or 
more peers. Let ui denote the actual uploading rate of peer i, which has to 
satisfy the upload capacity constraint: 
Ui < Ui. (5.2) 
At the same time, peer i can achieve its downloading rate di, which has also 
to satisfy: 
di < Di. (5.3) 
Prom the system's perspective, the total downloading rates of all peers must 
balance out with the total uploading rates: 
1 > 1 = 1>丨. (5.4) 
i i 
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This model is similar to the uplink capacity sharing problem proposed in [25], 
in which the network is assumed not to be the bottleneck, and the limit to 
system throughput is the uplink capacities. Since there are |A/"| = n peers 
in the system, any rate vector u = [ W i， . . . , and d = [di，c^ 2，.. •， 
that satisfy the above constraints of (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4), is considered as 
a feasible strategy of uplink sharing. The performance of a P2P file sharing 
system can then be evaluated based on the feasible allocation strategy of the 
uplink capacity resource [25’ 26 . 
Note that the uplink capacity sharing model involves a perfect scheduling 
assumption. In reality, there is always some probability that the content a 
peer has is not of interest to other peers, so this peer cannot offer its upload 
service to other peers. If there are many peers in a file sharing system and the 
wanted file is divided into a large number of chunks, it is likely that each peer 
is able to obtain some distinct content to serve other peers ( i.e., by following 
the rarest first heuristic in BT). 
5.1.2 A Dynamic Model of Multiple Classes of Peers 
In here, we extend the generic model in the following aspects: 
• In [25, 26], all peers join the system at the beginning and leave the 
system together after the last peer finishes its downloading process. In 
this paper, we also consider dynamic arrival and departure of peers. More 
specifically, peers arrive to the system with an average rate A. Once a 
peer is in the system, it performs downloading and uploading at the same 
time. Peers do not abort and remain in the system until they finish the 
file download. We assume upon completion of the file download, a peer 
will leave the system immediately. Note that in the BT protocol, there 
is no incentive to become a seeder after downloading the file. 
• In the dynamic version of the model, the number of peers in the system 
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varies with time. Therefore, instead of assuming n peers in the system, 
we assume there are n classes of peers in the system. For each new 
peer arrival, with probability pi, it is assumed to be of type i. Thus the 
average arrival rate of type i is Xpi, with J]二iPi = 1. For a type i peer, 
its upload (download) capacity is Ui (Di). For simplicity of presentation, 
we assume Ui>U2> • • •>Un- Assume all peers of the same type get the 
same uploading rate Ui{t) and downloading rate di{t) respectively at time 
t. For all type-z peers, according to (5.2) and (5.3)we have Ui{t) < Ui and 
di{t) < Di. Since type-1 peers has the highest uploading capacity, for 
simplicity, in the following we may mention type-1 peers as “fat” peers, 
and all the other types of peers as "thin" peers. 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the dynamic model of the system when n — 2 and 
associated notations. Here we have two classes of peers: Type-1 (“fat，，）peers 
with higher upload capacity and type-2 ("thin") peers which have lower upload 
capacity. 
5.1.3 Performance Metric 
For traditional network services such as FTP and email, the service capacity is 
determined by the dedicated server (assuming that the network has sufficient 
resource). As a result, when the number of request increases, the bottleneck 
is on the server side and the quality of service deteriorates rapidly. BT-like 
file sharing system resolves this problem by distributing the service to every 
participating peers, which serve both as resource provider and consumer. Let 
Ni{t) denote the number of type-z peers in the system at time t. The file 
uploading service capacity of the entire system, which is denoted as C(t), can 
be expressed as: 
n 
C{t) = Y,Ui{t)Niit). (5.5) 
i=l 
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Figure 5.1: The System Model 
Here Ui{t)Ni{t) is the uploading capacity brought by type-z peers. Prom (5.5)， 
one can find that the service capacity is also related to the number of different 
peers and the distribution of peers' uploading capacity. 
Let us consider the steady state behavior of the system. We define the av-
erage number of type-z peers in the steady state as Ni. One can use the Little's 
result to relate the number of type-z peers and their average file downloading 
time as: 
Ni = (piX) = ^ for z G { l , . . . , n } . (5.6) 
di 
Here, Ti and di are the average downloading time and downloading rate for 
type-z peer. Substitute (5.6) into (5.5) for i = {1 , . . . , n}, the steady state 
system service capacity C is: 
C = P iA^ + . . . (5.7) 
di dn 
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In the steady state, the system service capacity C should be equal to the total 
arrival rate A (since the size of the file is 1), we get the following equation: 
Ul ^ Un . /r ON 
+ -••+Pn-T- = 1. (5 .8) 
Let Ci = In BT terminology, q is called “share ratio” which represents the 
amount of uploading divided by the amount of downloading. A share ratio 
of 1.0 means that a peer has uploaded as much data as it has downloaded. 
A share ratio greater than 1 means that a peer has uploaded more than it 
has downloaded. Naturally a peer with a higher share ratio makes better 
contribution to the system. Now (5.8) becomes: 
Pici + •.. + PnCn = 1, (5.9) 
which means in a steady and balanced system, the average share ratio of all 
types of peers should be 1. 
Also, applying the Little's result, the average system downloading time for 
all peers can be expressed as: 
了 = 从 + … 十 凡 = + + (5.10) 
A di dn 
The above two equations give the feasible solution space, or operating points for 
the P2P file sharing algorithm, as well as the resultant performance in terms of 
the average downloading time T. The feasible solution space is characterized 
in terms of the uploading and downloading rates of the two types of peers, 
{ui, di\i = 1 , … n } . 
So far, we have derived the expression for a particular metric of interest, 
namely, average system downloading time T. Let's turn our focus to the other 
system metric of interest, namely, fairness, in the next subsection. 
5.1.4 Fairness Metric 
The issue of fairness has long been studied in the networking community. For 
example, in [42, 43] one can find various expressions to quantify the fairness 
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among competing entities. Now we will discuss the fairness issue in the context 
of BT-like P2P file sharing. Note that share ratio is generally considered as a 
good indicator to measure the contribution to the system with respect to the 
obtained service. Share ratios are more important on BitTorrent community 
than they are on other peer-to-peer file sharing networks, because many BT 
trackers require peers to maintain a minimum share ratio, say 0.5. Due to the 
physical meaning of share ratio, a well-designed system should try to make all 
its peers maintain the same share ratio. So in this paper, we want to measure 
the fairness of a system according to the peers' share ratios, by Fairness Index 
42]: 
‘ = f e S (5.11) 
Equation (5.11) measures how equal are. Assume after reaching 
steady state, all together K peers have finished downloading, and Ki is the 
number of type-z peers who finished downloading. Therefore, Ki = Pi • K. 
Substitute Xi = Ci and use (5.9), we have: 
- K . (Kicf + . . . + KnCl) - Picf . . . + PnCl 
= P i c � + . i 柳 r (5.12) 
It is important to point out that from the properties of Fairness Index we know 
that when ci = . . . = Cn, J- reaches its maximum. 
So far we have defined two metrics for the P2P uplink sharing problem, 
performance (average delay T) and fairness, both expressed in terms the feasi-
ble upload and download rate assignments vector ,...，w J and [c/i，…，<in. 
The different solutions to the P2P uplink sharing problem, hence the design 
of the P2P file sharing algorithm, can thus be understood based on the merit 
of these assignments. 
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5.2 Rate Assignment Strategies 
5.2.1 Uploading Rate 
Since peers heterogeneous and autonomous (they can choose different upload-
ing and downloading rates), it is important for us to seek the fundamental 
understanding of the proper rate assignment of Ui and di in the whole design 
space of BT-like protocols so that desirable tradeoff can be achieved. 
First let us investigate the rate assignment for peers' uplink. BitTorrent 
protocol is generally considered very effective in content distribution. In [17], 
experimental result shows that BitTorrent performs near-optimally in terms 
of uplink bandwidth utilization. So for simplicity we assume 
Ui = U“ (5.13) 
which implies that in the design of BT protocol, the upload capacity of type-z 
peers is always saturated. 
In the following, we want to derive the feasible settings of di when the 
system (a) minimizes the average downloading time T, or (b) maximizes the 
fairness measure or (c) achieves the max-min allocation of the downloading 
rate. 
5.2.2 Rate Assignment for Optimal Downloading Time 
First, we investigate the condition to achieve the optimal average system down-
loading time T. To minimize the average system downloading time T defined 
by (5.10), one needs to solve the following constrained optimization problem: 
.jr. rp Pi , , Pn Mm T = — + . . . + — 
"1 dn 
s.t. P l ^ + .. . = 1, (5-14) 
di dn 
0 < di < Di, i = 1, . . . ’ n 
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The first equality constraint is the steady state condition given by (5.8). The 
other inequality constraints are due to the physical capacity: A and Ui keep 
the relationship assumed in Section 5.1. 
To find the optimal solutions for di, we can use the method of Lagrangian 
multiplier. Define 
n n n TT 
二 ； + 广 + -1). 
i=i I i=i i=i ‘ 
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions[44] for the above optimization 
are: 
dck ~ , 
0<di< A , 
Xi{di - Di) = 0, i = 1,... ,n 
Ui ^ 丄 Un 1 
"1 Cln 
入 t 0. 
Solving this optimization problem, one can determine the proper choice of 
uploading and downloading rates as: 
Type-1 peer : di = 
丄 — 
(5.15) 
Type-i peer : di = Di, i = 2,…，n. 
The rate assignment strategy to achieve the optimal downloading time by 
(5.15) gives us the following insights: 
• Since di = Di for i = 2，...，n, in order to achieve optimal average 
downloading time, the system will provide the "thin" (other than type-
1) peers as much uploading resource as possible so that these peers can 
fully utilize their downlink capacity. Prom the inequality Ui < A for 
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I = 2 , . . . , 72，one can observe that the "thin" peers get more than they 
contribute to the system. When Ui = Ui > di^  one can observe that 
although the "fat" (type-1) peers have better access technology to the 
Internet than the "thin" peers, they can only download the file at the 
rate which is less than their uploading rate. Under this rate assignment 
strategy, the "fat" peers are actually helping the "thin" peers and this is 
why the system can achieve the optimal performance of file downloading 
time. 
• Consider the service difference of uploading resource for both "fat" and 
"thin" peers, we have: 
di-dk = irUi-Dk. (5.16) 
丄-l^i=2Pi廿i 
It is possible for the "thin" peers to receive better service than those 
"fat" peers, even when "fat" peers are contributing more to the system! 
It indicates the cost of achieving the optimal file downloading time is in 
terms of fairness. 
Under this policy, the achieved performance measure is 
T 一 1 , PiUl-Uj 
and the the fairness measure is 
5.2.3 Rate Assignment for Optimal Fairness 
Now let's derive the strategy to achieve the optimal fairness. Prom the prop-
erties of Fairness Index, we know that, the condition for ^ to be 1 is: 
Ci = . •. = c 打 = 
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Due to the steady state condition of (5.9), we have: 
7 ( P l + . - . + P n ) = 1. 
Since + . . . + Pn = 1 we get 7 = 1 , indicating di = Ui for all type i. This 
implies that if we want to achieve perfect fairness of JT = 1, the system needs 
to ensure that each type of peers can only receive as much resource as it 
contributes. 
We can solve the above optimization problem using a similar technique as 
described before. Solving this optimization problem, we obtain: 
Type-i peer: di = Ui = Ui. (5.17) 
The rate assignment strategy given in (5.17) indicates us that, to achieve 
optimal fairness, the system just needs to allocate the downloading rate to each 
peer equivalent to its contribution. One can observe this service differentiation 
is fair: 
• Due to Ui < Di, all peers wouldn't saturated their downlink capacity. 
• The share ratio is 1 for all peers. A "fat" peer can download faster than 
a "thin" peer since this "fat" peer contributes more. So the peers have 
some incentive to contribute more. 
In summary, the average downloading time for this policy is: 
T V - E + , ^ 
� " “ • 一 + … + f V 
and the fairness metric is: 
^fair — 1. 
5.2.4 Rate Assignment for Max-min Allocation 
So far, we explored the conditions to achieve the optimal file downloading time 
and optimal fairness. Another possibility is for us to consider a rate assignment 
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strategy in which one can achieve the max-min allocation index. Let us first 
state the definition of max-min allocation [45 . 
Definition 5.1 Consider a set ^ C i?". A vector x is "ma^-min allocation 
on set A'' if and only if 
(Vf e 乂) (3s e {l,...，n}) ys > 
G {1 , . . . , n } ) y t < x t < Xs. (5.18) 
In other words, any feasible increase of one component of the max-min alloca-
tion, say Xi, will inevitably result in decreasing another component, Xj, which 
is no bigger than Xi to start with. 
The max-min allocation can be constructed using a water-filling algorithm 
33], increasing the downloading rates of all types of peers d]_, d � t o dn simul-
taneously from 0 together. If none of the downloading rates is a bottleneck, 
eventually we will arrive at a point when di = ... = dn = d. 
The max-min optimization problem is defined as: 
Max Mill { ( i i , . . . , dn} 
S.t. Pi华 + ….+ Pn^ = 1, (5.19) 
rfl dn 
0 < di < Di,i = 1,... 
Since we will increase d i , d 2 , . . .人 together, and the download capacity 
is not the bottleneck, the problem is equivalent to replacing the objective 
function as 
Max d 
PlUi + . . . PnUn 1 
s.t. 二 1, a 
with the same inequality constraints. This clearly gives the solution di = d ] = 
...=dn = d SiS the max-min allocation: 
Type i peer: di = d 三 piUi ... -{-pnUn- (5.20) 
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Prom the above rate assignment strategy, one can have the following in-
sights: 
• The system allocates the same downloading rate for all types of peers. 
Although the "fat" peers contribute more than the "thin" peers, they 
are served at the same level. This service differentiation policy is equal-
itarian, but the "fat" peers may still feel unfair about the outcome. In 
terms of fairness, however, it is at least better than the strategy to achieve 
the optimal average downloading time because under that strategy the 
system may serve the "fat" peers even worse than the "thin" peers. 
• Since we assume the downloading is not the bottleneck for all types of 
peers, it requires 
Di >PiUi + ,..+PnUn-
This simplifying assumption may not be true in every system. When we 
relax this assumption and we can still use the waterfilling algorithm [33 
to get d i , . . . ,dn. The result is more complicated, but it leads to similar 
conclusions based on our preliminary study. ^  
Under the max-min fairness policy, the average downloading time is: 
T 丽 = 1 ’ 
PlUl + . . . + PnUn' 
and the Fairness index is: 
T _ ( E L i W 
匪 - E I L i P , 碎 • 
5.2.5 Performance and Fairness Comparison 
We have calculated the performance and fairness measures of three different 
rate assignment strategies for BT-like file sharing systems. Their relationships 
are summarized in the following theorem: 
^ This result will be reported in a technical report or a more completed paper later on. 
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Theorem 5.2 In terms of the average system downloading time T, we have: 
Topt < Tmm < Tfair • 
In terms of the generalized fairness index, we have: 
下opt < ^mm < ^fair. 
Proof: Please refer to the appendix B. • 
Remark: The above theorem reveals the fundamental tussle. Roughly speak-
ing, the more the system differentiates the peers according to their contribu-
tions, the higher the fairness index can be achieved, but at a cost of worse 
performance in downloading a file. This is important for protocol designers to 
know since we need to realize this tradeoff and make the appropriate decision 
according to the objective of the application. 
1| ‘ X t � 
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Figure 5.2: Illustrating the design space in a system with two types of peers 
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We use a numerical example to illustrate Theorem 5.2. Let us consider a 
BT-like file sharing system with two types of peers and the parameters are set 
as following: pi = 0.4, p2 二 0.6, = 5, = 6,Ui = 4, U2 = 2. Both types 
of peers saturate the uploading capacity which means Ui 二 Ui,U2 = U2, but 
the downloading rates are adjustable. Figure 5.2 illustrates the design space 
for all feasible downloading rate assignment strategies. In this figure, the y-
axis represents the fairness measurement T and x-axis is the average system 
downloading time T. Given a feasible rate assignment strategy, we can always 
calculate the performance and fairness measures which correspond to a point 
on the curve in this figure. Prom this figure, one can observe that the optimal 
performance strategy gives the smallest average downloading time, but the 
lowest fairness index. Obviously the optimal fairness strategy is the best in 
terms of fairness, but its performance is much worse. The max-min strategy 
gives a tradeoff in between the former two strategies. 
5.3 A Family of Distributed Algorithms 
In the previous sections, we present the rate assignment strategies to achieve 
different tradeoffs in performance and fairness. These rate assignment strate-
gies require the knowledge of maximum uploading and downloading capacities 
of all peers, and assume all peers work together in an unselfish manner to 
achieve a particular tradeoff. In real life, peers are autonomous and have lim-
ited information. Therefore, we are interested in those distributed algorithms 
based on peers' local objectives, how well these algorithms achieve the desired 
system-wide performance metrics. 
Inspired by BitTorrent and its variants, we describe a couple of generic dis-
tributed algorithms for a peer to assign its uploading and downloading rates to 
and from its neighbors - namely: “selecti/ue uploading, and ^^non-discriminative 
uploading,. By combining these two strategies in different ratios, we are able 
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to analyze a family of different algorithms. 
Assume that a peer can potentially connect to any of the other n — 1 peers 
in the system. Each peer selects a subset of other peers as neighbors to provide 
uploading service to them as well as obtain downloading service from them. 
The two neighbor selection policies are: 
• Selective uploading: a peer will provide uploading service to Us neigh-
boring peers, and these neighboring peers are the top rig peers based on 
their downloading rates to this particular peer. Note that this policy is 
implemented in the current BitTorrent protocol to encourage each peer 
to provide the as much uploading as possible. In BT, this is known as 
the，tit-for-tat，poiicy. 
• Non-discriminative uploading: a peer will provide uploading service to 
Ua neighboring peers, independent of their downloading rates to this par-
ticular peer. This is also implemented in the BitTorrent protocol, but 
mostly as a way to discover neighbors who can provide the best down-
loading rates to the local peer. In BT, it is referred to as the optimistic-
unchoking policy. 
We make the following assumptions about how a peer assign its rates, once 
neighbors are selected: 
1. Each peer uses its full upload capacity to help other peers. This ensures 
we are considering only those solutions that are Pareto efficient. Im-
plicitly, we are assuming that the achieved fairness level gives sufficient 
incentive for all peers to fully devote themselves. 
2. Each peer divides its uploading capacity equally among its neighbors. 
This simplifies the implementation and the analysis. 
Both assumptions are based on how a BT-like protocol is implemented in 
practice. 
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In the following, we explore some important properties of these two up-
loading policies. In other words, we analyze the achieved downloading rates 
and the resulting performance and fairness tradeoff for each case. 
5.3.1 Selective Uploading 
Before deriving the achieved average downloading rate, we need to first address 
whether an equilibrium can be reached when the selective uploading policy is 
used by all peers. In other words, assuming each peer can determine its best 
neighbors instantly, will each peer's selected neighbor also select this peer as 
its neighbor? 
Assume that in a simple, fully connected BT-like file sharing system, all 
peers are in the set M = {1,2,，…，n}, every peer i G N has uploading rate 
Wi > 0 (or 0 < Ui < Ui). To finish the downloading process as quickly as 
possible, peers want to get the maximal downloading rate di. So the utility 
function for peer i is fi{di) = di, where di G [0, Di]. According to the "tit-for-
tat" policy, a peer only serves those neighboring peers from which it receives 
the highest rig downloading rates, and this peer will provide upload service to 
each of these n^ peers with an uploading rate of Ui/Ug. Let Ai denote peer i's 
neighbor set (including i itself). This setup can be viewed as a game, where 
Ai is peer i,s strategy to optimize its objective (maximum downloading rate 
di). For simplicity and without loss of generality, we sort peers according to 
their uploading rate Ui in an non-increasing order, so peer 1 (n) has the highest 
(lowest) uploading rates. Based on this ordered list, we def ine「；groups 
of peers as follows: 
Go = + 1}, 
Qi = { n , + 2,ns + 3 , . . . , 2 ( n , + 1)}, 
G2 = {2(n3 + l) + l , . . . , 3 ( n , + 1)} , . . . . 
where Qk is the group of peers with the k^ ^ highest uploading capacity. The 
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following theorem says the peers will form cliques in the equilibrium. 
Theorem 5.3 Using selective uploading, the selected neighbor sets (of all 
peers) reach an equilibrium, Ai = Qk'i^i ^ Qk, and this is a Nash Equilibrium. 
Proof : If any peer i E Qk decides to upload to a peer j G Qk' where k' < k, 
peer j will not upload to peer i because all other peers in group Gk' have 
larger or equal uploading rates than the peer i. On the other hand, if peer i 
provides upload to peer j G Qk' where k' > k, we have the following cases: (a) 
When peer i has the same uploading rate Ui as peers in Qk> \ {j}, peer j has 
no reason to change its neighbor set by providing service to peer i. (b) When 
peer i has an uploading rate of Ui which is greater than at least one peer in 
Qk' \ { j } , peer j will provide upload service to peer i. But the downloading 
rate di of peer i will not increase. So i cannot increase its utility fi{di) by 
uploading to peers in other groups. • 
Corollary 5.4 When < < . . . < which implies that uploading rates 
of all peers i e J\f are unique, the Nash equilibrium of the game is unique. 
Proof: The uniqueness results from the fact that the grouping based on Q^s 
defined above is unique. • 
In this Nash Equilibrium, the average downloading rate of peer i E Qk is： 
di = — Uj. (5.21) 
A special case to consider is that if for all i G Qk, the difference of their 
uploading rates is very small (i.e., they all have similar uploading rates), then 
based on (5.21), one can claim that the average downloading rate is: 
di ^ Ui. (5.22) 
The analysis above shows us that if all peers use the "tit-for-tat" policy as their 
peer selection algorithm, eventually the system will reach the Nash equilibrium, 
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and if we maximize the uploading rates of all peers, i.e., Ui = Ik for all i £ N, 
this ensures the optimal fairness index T = The justification of the above 
claim is that this is exactly the rate assignment as specified in (5.17). 
5.3.2 Non-discriminative Uploading 
When the non-discriminative uploading is used, a peer will “mndomlf choose 
ria > I peers to provide upload service, and each of these neighboring peers 
will receive an uploading rate of ui/ua. Since there are n peers in the system, 
the probability that peer j is chosen by peer i is njiji — 1). So the average 
total downloading rate for peer i is: 
d, = y ^ S i ^ (for large n), 
= u . 
Here, u is the average uploading rate for all peers in the system. By using 
the non-discriminative uploading, all peers get the same downloading rate. In 
practice, this can be achieved by a peer constantly changing its neighboring 
set, so Ai is non-stationary, but the average downloading rate {u) is stationary. 
Again, if all peers maximize their uploading rates, i.e., Ui = Ui for all i eAf, 
this implies that the non-discriminative uploading policy actually achieves the 
max-min fairness criterion. The above claim is justified because this is exactly 
the rate assignment as indicated by (5.20). 
Prom Theorem 5.2, we know that when the system provides the max-min 
fairness in the downloading rates, it has a better performance than system 
which provides optimal fairness (i.e., Tmm < Tfairness)- But this is achieved 
at the cost of losing some fairness. A side-effect of the non-discriminative 
uploading is that it makes free-riding possible, or in other words, assumption 
1 above may no longer hold. 
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5.3.3 Design Knobs 
To explore the whole design space of the BT-like protocol, we consider the 
following design knobs: (a) uploading rate of a peer (i.e., Ui)\ (b) number 
of uploading neighbors based on the selective uploading policy (i.e., n^), and 
(c) number of uploading neighbors based on the non-discriminative uploading 
policy ( i . e . , � ) . A s a matter of fact, one can express the average downloading 
rate of peer z, where z G A/^  as: 
di = ~ — ~ U i H — ~ u . (5.23) 
ris + ria Us + ria 
It is easy to check that when Ua = 0, this becomes the selective uploading 
policy. When n^ = 0，this becomes the non-discriminative uploading policy. 
We can find that ris is used to "tune" the degree of fairness; while Us is used 
to "tune" the degree of performance. By adjusting the combinations of Ui, 
ris and n。，the system can satisfy various degree of performance and fairness 
requirements. 
It is interesting to point out that the current BitTorrent protocol is one par-
ticular implementation in the whole design space. In particular, the BitTorrent 
protocol has both the "tit-for-tat" policy and the "optimistic-unchoking" pol-
icy, and the official BitTorrent protocol specifies n^  二 4 and ria 二 1. So one 
can conclude that, the BitTorrent protocol puts more emphasis on the fairness 
(or incentive) measure. 
5.4 Performance Evaluation 
In this section, we quantify the merits and validate the claimed properties of 
BT-like file sharing protocols based on experimental evaluation. In particular, 
both network measurement (of real-life BitTorrent file downloading sessions) 
and simulation studies are used to evaluate the performance of the different 
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rate assignment strategies as well as the family of distributed algorithms in a 
dynamic system (i.e., peers randomly arrive and leave after the file download). 
Experiment 1: Verification. In the first experiment we show that our math-
ematical model presented in Section 5.1 can capture the behavior of BT-like 
P2P file sharing system. We simulate the BT-like system with heterogeneous 
(two types of) peers. We divide the file into 100 chunks, and each chunk needs 
one unit of time to be transferred between two peers. In the system, peers ar-
rive according to a Poisson process with an average arrival rate A = 1.5. Once 
the peer joins the system, the peer is fully connected with all other peers. Peers 
will leave the system immediately after they collect all 100 chunks from their 
neighbors. A new peer has probability of 0.4 to be a "fat" peer and 0.6 to be a 
"thin" peer. For "fat" peers, we have Di = Ui = 4，while for "thin" peers, 
we have D2 = Q and U2 = 2. These system parameters are the same as in 
the example we have illustrated in Figure 5.2. We use different random seeds 
to start the simulation. For the theoretic prediction, we compute the average 
downloading/uploading rate di and Ui for each class of peers and substitute 
them into (5.10) and (5.12); these values are tabulated in the “Numerical" 
column of Table I and II. For the simulation result (the “ Simulation" column 
of the Tables), we record all peers' actual downloading times and share ratios 
to get the average downloading time and fairness index of the system. Then 
we compare the theoretical prediction with the simulation results to see how 
close is the prediction on T and T under different values of di and Ui. From 
the tables, we observe that the percentage error is small even under the dy-
namic setting. One can conclude that our mathematical model can accurately 
predict the performance of T and T for a BT-like file sharing system, based 
on the class average downloading/uploading rates. 
Experiment 2: Fundamental Tradeoff between T and T. As we dis-
cussed, there is a fundamental tradeoff between performance and fairness for a 
BT-like file sharing system. We illustrate this tradeoff via simulation. For the 
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rate assignment T 
di d2 Ui U2 Numerical Simulation % Err 
T9rT39~T43 1.81 I二 32.1 ~~33.9 5.4^ 
~ 0 W 4.65 1.88 1.73 53.1 “ 52.9 1.7% 
\ 2 M 3.48 3.78 1.89 32.4 35.1 8 . 3 刻 
Table 5.1: Comparing numerical h simulation results for average downloading 
time T 
rate assignment T 
di d2 Ui U2 Numerical Simulation % Err 
1.81 0.62 0.63 —1.4% 
" g ^ T ^ 1.88 1.73 一 0.63 0.58 7.b%~ 
1^64 3.48 3.78 1.89 0.81 0.77 4.6幻 
Table 5.2: Comparing numerical k simulation results for fairness index T 
system parameter, we use the same settings as in Exp 1. In this simulation, we 
test many different strategies under the capacity constraint same as in Exp. 1: 
Di = 5, £>2 = 6, C/i = 4，f/2 = 2 and pick out three strategies that yielded the 
highest performance, highest fairness and max-min downloading rate respec-
tively. These three strategies and their performance are summarized in the 
following table: One can compare the performance and fairness tradeoff from 
di d2 ui U2 T T 
1.95 5.51 3.72 1.(31 30.5 ~ 0 W 
3.37 3.78 T ^ 36.3 0 . � 
3.70 1.88 3.62 1.84 42.6 0.98 
Table 5.3: Fundamental tradeoff between T and T 
Table III with the numerical results shown in Figure 5.2 (Note since the simu-
lation used a chunk number of 100，the average downloading time in the table 
is equivalent to 100 times the value shown in Figure 5.2). The table shows that 
when a strategy achieves better performance (i.e., low value of T), its fairness 
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index is also low. In other words, good performance is obtained at the cost 
of fairness. For strategy that achieves high fairness index, the performance 
on average file downloading time is also high. This is the important tradeoff 
that designers need to keep in mind. Note that, in our analytical derivation, 
we assume all peers can saturate their uplink capacity. Prom the results in 
Exp. 1 and Exp. 2，this assumption is validated since real downloading rates 
are quite close to the uplink capacity of both types of peers, although there 
is still a small gap (e.g. between the realized uploading rates and the actual 
capacities). Prom further experimentation, we observe that if one divide the 
file into more chunks, it improves the result since the achieved uploading rates 
are even closer to the uplink capacities. ‘ 
Exp. 3: Performance at the Nash Equilibrium. 
Experiment 3.1: In this experiment, we want to verify the claimed property 
of the selective uploading policy. In particular, when the system reaches the 
Nash Equilibrium, peers will form cliques (based on Theorem 5.3) and at 
the equilibrium, the average downloading rate of a peer is given by (5.23). 
The question is that in a dynamic system (i.e., with stochastic arrivals and 
departures) whether this relationship still holds. We carry out a simulation 
wherein peers use the "tit-for-tat" policy in the BT-like file sharing system. In 
the simulation, we set the number of selective uploading neighbors as Us = 6. 
We also use two non-discriminative uploading (jia = 2) neighbors to find a 
better peer to connect to. For each time unit of the simulation, there are A = 4 
new peers joining the file sharing system. Each of these peers will have its own 
uplink capacity D^ uniformly distributed between (0,10]. Figure 5.3(a) depicts 
the relationship between the average uploading rates and the downloading rates 
of different peers in the system. The solid line is the prediction based on (5.23) 
with Us = 6 and Ua = 2, while the dots are the results from the simulation. 
One can conclude that under the "tit-for-tat" policy, the relationship of di 
and Ui given by (5.23) is indeed correct even for a dynamic arriaval/departure 
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Figure 5.3: Downloading Rate vs Uploading Rate 
system. 
Experiment 3.2: In this experiment, we try to verify the claimed Equilibrium 
via Internet measurement. In particular, we use BT clients (BT version 4.1.6.) 
to download the file from the Internet. We vary the uploading rate and record 
the corresponding downloading rate of our peers. The relationship is plotted in 
Figure 5.3(b). Again, the solid line is the mathematical prediction (for official 
BT client, ris = 4 and Ua = 1) while the dots are the measurement results from 
the Internet. One can observe that indeed di � ^ u i holds. This illustrates that 
the current BT-protocol is actually trying to achieve a high level of fairness 
(hence strong incentive for peers to contribute). 
Experiment 4: Performance Under Various Design Knob Settings. 
As we have shown, the number of selective and non-discriminative uploading 
Us and Ua can be considered as the design knob for BT-like protocol designer 
to achieve various degree of fairness and performance requirements. In this 
experiment, we examine the effect of the design knob under different network 
settings. We carry out simulation to see the performance of a dynamic BT-like 
file sharing system. The simulation setup is similar to Exp. 3.1 but we keep 
ris + ris = 7. We vary the number of non-discriminative upload Ua from 1 to its 
maximum value. We also consider several cases where the upload capacity U 
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is uniformly distributed in the following range: (a) (0’ 5], (b) (0，10], (c) (0,15:. 
Fig. 5.4(a) illustrates the average downloading time T for these different set-
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Figure 5.4: Ua vs T and T 
tings. The larger the capacity range is, the better performance the system 
achieves. The reason is that peers have better uplink resource to contribute to 
the system. Note that the average downloading time will improve when larger 
ria are used. It means that as the system shifts from the primarily selective 
uploading strategy to the non-discriminative uploading strategy, the lower the 
average system downloading time become. This observation confirms our the-
oretic result that the max-min allocation strategy can perform better than the 
most fair strategy (assuming peers do not loose incentive to contribute). 
Prom Fig. 5.4(b), one finds that when Ua = I the fairness metric is quite 
low. But our theoretic result states that the "tit-for-tat" policy can ensure high 
degree of fairness. So what is the justification of this phenomenon? From the 
viewpoint of implementation, one can justify this outcome. In this simulation, 
peers only have the local information and they do not connect to all other 
peers in the system. So a peer does not know which neighbor can provide 
better uploading service. In this case, the non-discriminative uploading is 
helpful so as to explore the potential good neighbors. In fact, periodically, if 
the Ua connection has a better downloading bandwidth than the worst of the 
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Us connections, this "selective" connection will be dropped, and the best of the 
ria connections will be switched to the "selective" class and the peer randomly 
selects a new peer as a non-discriminative neighbor. When Ua is 1, it means 
that the peer can only use one and only one non-discriminative connection to 
discover other peers with high uploading rate. In this simulation, the average 
number of peers in the system is around 100. So only one non-discriminative 
connection is not sufficient for peers to find a "good neighbor". Prom the figure, 
we know that when tZq = 2, ^ improves dramatically, which means that two to 
three non-discriminative connections are sufficient to discover good neighbors 
in this network. Prom this perspective, we can understand why the fairness 
metric gets worse when Ua is too small. When we increase it means the 
system is more biased toward non-discriminative uploading, so the fairness 
metric will decrease (as predicted by our mathematical model). Lastly, note 
that using the same Ua, the system that has the largest capacity range is the 
worst in terms of fairness. So fat peers are actually contributing more to the 
system than those thin peers. 
5.5 Summary 
111 this chapter first we formally define two metrics, namely performance and 
fairness, and use them to analyze different outcomes of BT-like file sharing 
algorithms with heterogeneous peers. Then we reveal that there is a fun-
damental trade-off in BT-like protocol design. Current BT protocol is only 
one particular implementation in the whole design space. To realize differ-
ent points in the design space according to performance/fareness requirement, 
we propose a very simple and distributed algorithm, embedded in peer selec-
tion algorithm. Thus, we provide thorough understanding of "tit-for-tat" and 
"optimistic-unchoking" algorithm used by BitTorrent. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
The central motivation of this thesis is to investigate the performance, scala-
bility, availability and fairness issues of BitTorrent system. 
In terms of scalability, BitTorrent system is quite different from traditional 
FTP or HTTP service in distributing large content. When the number of users 
(peers) in the system is large, the performance is still very good or even better 
than traditional Client/Server systems. Both our analytical analysis and simu-
lation show that BitTorrent system is quite scalable in design. However, there 
are a lot of parameters which may affect this scalability, such as the average 
bandwidth B of all peers, how the tracker assist peers to find neighbor(yo in 
our model), and the presence of firewalls. Our results can provide the protocol 
designers useful insights in designing file distribution applications. 
Availability is also very important for users in the system. First we compare 
different chunk selection algorithms in both downloading time and availability. 
We find that, although chunks selection algorithms have little or no affect 
on the average downloading time, a well-designed chunk selection algorithm 
can greatly enhance the file availability. We propose a novel chunk selection 
algorithm using only local knowledge to achieve this goal. 
For fairness issue, our most important observation is that, through a com-
plete characterization of the different rate assignment strategies, we reveal the 
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fundamental and delicate tradeoff between performance and fairness of BT-
like protocols. As a matter of fact current BT-protocol is only one particular 
realization in the whole design space. We use the fairness index as a measure 
of incentive compatibility, which is crucial for BT-like file sharing protocol. To 
realize these different possible tradeoffs in the design space, protocol designers 
can use a simple design knob which can be implemented in ^ distributed man-
ner. This result suggests that, the protocol designer has to choose: either to 
implement a cooperative system to achieve the optimal throughput by mak-
ing a part of peers sacrificed, or to build a robust and incentive compatible 
system against the selfish behaviors of peers (free-riding) but with less system 
throughput. 
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Appendix A 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 
In here, we present the proof of theorem 3.1. Note that we include this deriva-
tion for the completeness of presentation. 
Case 1: Xi X2-\-y < p. Under this case, Eq. (3.10) becomes: 
A - aXi • {Xi +X2 + Y) = 0 
aXi . +X2 + y ) - aX2 • (X2 + Y) = 0 (A.l) 
aX2 • {X2 + y) - 7F = 0 
Summing equations in Eq. (A.l), we have: 
7 
Adding up the first two equations in Eq. (A.l) and substitute Y into it, we 
obtain: 
A = + - ) . 
7 
Solving for X2, we have: 
^ A /A2 4A 
27 2 y 72 a 
Let ^ = X2 + F = ^ + 去 V券 +苦，we have: 
0 = A — + 
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Solving for Xi , we get: 
^ A 1 f Z 4 A 
Note that 苦 = ^ � （ 令 尸 because M is usually very large, while A/7 is the 
number of seeders which usually has small value, so we have: 
, A fx 
27 V a 
Based on the approximation above: 
^ \ / 5 - l / a a 
^ A fx 
27 V a 
Since we assume the condition is � 叉 1 + + we have 
P > X,+X2 + Y 
l4-\/5 fx 入 
w \ ——I . 2 \ a 47 
Via Little's Law[39] and we have the expression: 
X 1 + X 2 l + x/5 [Y 3 
Td = - A — = (A.2) 
In this case we have fj, as following: 
= ( A . 3 ) 
where TV = + X2 + F is the number of all peers in the system in the steady 
state. 
Case 2: X2+ Y < (5 < X i X 2 . Eq. (3.10) becomes: 
A - aXi . (3 = 0 
aXi • /? - • (^2 + y ) = 0 (A.4) 
• (X2 + y ) - 7 ? = 0 
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Solving the above equation, one can easily obtain: 
- A A 
二 ] and y = - . 
ap 7 
Substitute the expression of Xi and Y into Eq. (A.4), we have: 
A - + - X 2 = 0. 
7 
Solving the equation and by the similar approximation, that i s , 營 = ^ ^ � 
(令)2, we have: 
- A 1 / P 4 A A /A 
= - W + — + ; W + VS 
Since the condition is: X2 + y < P < X i X ^ ^ - Y , substitute the expression 
of y . we have ^ < P < 华 念.The average downloading 
time Td for this case is: 
X 1 + X 2 1 1 , “ � 
= = a +打X. (A.5) 
While the steady state throughput is: 
_ sM - - -
T, = —{aX,(3 + aX2{X2 + Y)) 
=0{N) (A.6) 
Case 3: 0 < P < X2 + Y, Eq. (3.10) becomes: 
X - a X i ' P = 0 
aXi'p- aX2 • P = 0 (A.7) 
aX2-(5- 7 ? = 0 
Prom Eq. (A.7), one can easily obtain: 
Xi = X2 = = - . 
a p 7 
Since the condition is 0 < < X2 + we get 
V a 27 
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Under this case, the average downloading time f , and the steady state system 
throughput are: 
X 1 + X 2 一 _2_ (A.8) 
fp 二 叉 i/? + aX^P) = 0(N). (A.9) 
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Appendix B 
Proof of Theorem 5.2 
First, we prove the relationship of performance: 
Trnra — T^opt 
1 I" 1 ^ Pi Ui- ui 
= Pi 1 Pi 灼、I f PiU丄 
— 讽 — 尻 h ^Up^^j —瓦 仅… 
=Y"/ Pi _ Pi) y^PiUj 1 PiUj 
- h i 1 广hiX^^，kDiUi 
= g 劝 - 去 . 
Since for z = 2 , . . . , n, Ui < Ui and Di > PjUj, we have Tmm - > 0. 
While 
T _ T - ^ 1 
‘ 似 ‘ 霞 = & 压 — 




In summary, we have Tfair > 了mm > Topt- Now let us consider the relationship 
of fairness. Denote w = 
& 爪 = ( 狄 + . 1 . + P “狄 
1 
Since 
W 」 L 仍 i=2 . 
w Pi w Pi 
+ 〉 （ — + L ) ( p p ) = 0 . 
^ W Pi w r D/ 
Z—^  
we have J^mm > ^opt- Under the max-min strategy, d = — Cj if i ^ j , 
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